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Infotainment
Infotainment is a compound neologism formed by merging the words “information” and
“entertainment”. Now, and in the future, infotainment systems will be playing a key role
in the automotive industry, especially since vehicles incorporate more and more new
functionalities that require complex and efficient interactive systems to perform
properly.
Carmakers and designers are aware that infotainment systems are increasingly valued
by drivers, so a lot of attention needs to be paid to the development process. A failure in
these systems can ruin the user’s overall experience, something that carmakers cannot
afford if they want to build customer loyalty.

At IDIADA, we are fully aware of this digital transformation, and our multi-disciplinary
group of engineers coming from different fields of expertise such as communications,
human factors, software development, vehicle architecture and UX/UI designers, among
others, can provide holistic solutions to companies that need support in creating full
infotainment concepts, or simply in making an expert assessment of existing
infotainment solutions in order to identify features for improvement.

Development of infotainment systems
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The development of infotainment systems is a complex process, as it usually requires a
very good understanding of the complete vehicle operation due to the high degree of
integration with other systems present in the vehicle. Consequently, a more general
view and expertise is required to cover all aspects.
The activities where IDIADA can provide support are:
Feature, system, and component (SW/HW) requirements definition
Infotainment system architecture design and vehicle’s integration concept
Functional Safety analysis
Vendors landscape analysis/comparison
Suppliers’ management
Functional and integration testing

Infotainment applications design and development
An infotainment system is more than a mere vehicle component; it is also a brand
communication asset, an interaction window between the vehicle and its passengers and
an important means to personalize the driving experience. For this reason, IDIADA pays
great attention to the design of the interaction concept, which ultimately leads to the
design of the graphic interfaces.
In this field, IDIADA gives support in:
Interaction and communication design:
Interaction concept definition (for current vehicles as well as for future selfdriving vehicles, up to Level 5 of SAE automation scale)
Graphical interfaces’ concept definition
Vehicle-to-driver communication concept definition
Interaction/graphical concept acceptance tests with real users in simulated
environments (full scale driving simulator)
Application-layer software development and integration
Benchmarking and evaluation of existing systems
HMI objective evaluation (design guidelines and UX best practices analysis)
Assessment of the impact of the Infotainment UI/UX design on driving safety
aspects

